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Brillouin light scattering �BLS� has been used to observe and confirm the existence of nonlinear three
magnon splitting and confluence processes for propagating spin waves in the magnetostatic backward volume
wave configuration. Wave vector and frequency selective BLS techniques were also used to provide a quan-
titative map of the wave vector make-up for the parametrically excited half-frequency dipole-exchange spin
wave �DESW� split magnons and the confluence magnons that result from the recombination of these DESW
modes. The experimental wave vector maps for the product splitting and confluence magnons matched nicely
with those expected from spin-wave theory. The data were obtained with �1� a strip line excitation/detection
transducer structure, �2� forward-scattering BLS optics, �3� a fixed magnetic field of 352 Oe applied along the
propagation direction, �4� pumping frequencies from 2.5 down to 2.1 GHz, �5� and cw input powers from
200 �W to 6 mW. The wave vector selective measurements utilized variable diameter circular diaphragms,
rotatable slit apertures, and circular light blocks to access spin waves with wave numbers from about 100 to
3.6�104 rad /cm and the full 360° range of propagation angles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last several decades, extremely low loss mag-
netic thin films, and yttrium iron garnet �YIG� films in par-
ticular, have been used to study a wide variety of linear and
nonlinear spin-wave phenomena at microwave frequencies.
In addition to the relevance of these effects to problems in
magnetodynamics, the results are also of fundamental impor-
tance for the understanding of wave behavior in dispersive
dissipative media in general. Currently there are three main
areas of interest in the study of nonlinear magnetization dy-
namics in magnetic films, �i� microwave-driven parametric
spin-wave processes, often termed Suhl instabilities,1–3 �ii�
modulational instability and stationary spin-wave excitations
such as envelope solitons,4–8 and �iii� chaotic nonlinear
dynamics.9,10 All three of these classes of nonlinear magne-
todynamics effects involve nonlinear spin-wave interactions
through so-called three or four wave processes.

This paper focuses on item �i�, and in particular, three
wave splitting and confluence processes and the elucidation
of these interactions by wave vector selective Brillouin light
scattering �BLS�. In 2000, Synogach et al.1 were the first to
demonstrate the role of parametric three wave processes in
the creation of ultrashort microwave pulses in YIG film spin-
wave propagation structures. The data, while convincing,
were comprised of microwave results only. In 2003, Mathieu
et al.2 were able to use time and space resolved BLS tech-
niques to obtain direct images of the propagating half-
frequency spin waves produced by the three wave splitting
interactions. Interestingly, these images revealed very low
velocity wedge shaped wave fronts with the parametric spin
waves concentrated along the leading edge. These results had
one missing link, namely, no direct evidence for the compan-

ion confluence process by which the half-frequency magnons
recombine to make the narrow pulse magnons at the initial
signal frequency.

This missing link is addressed here. Continuous wave mi-
crowaves were used to excite spin waves in a YIG film mag-
netostatic backward volume wave �MSBVW� propagation
structure. Precision BLS spectra for different input power
levels revealed both the half-frequency peak that is the sig-
nature of the parametric magnons from the three wave split-
ting as well as a prominent signal that was only slightly
downshifted in frequency from the initial pumping fre-
quency. Detailed wave vector selective BLS measurements
served to identify this signal as due to a confluence of the
parametric magnons. This is the first direct observation of
three wave confluence processes in magnetic systems. It also
represents the first direct observation of splitting for MS-
BVW spin waves.

Section II describes the basic BLS/microwave experiment
as well as operational details on wave vector selective mea-
surements. Section III presents representative BLS data that
comprise the experimental evidence for the three wave split-
ting and confluence processes and makes qualitative connec-
tions with the governing dipole-exchange spin wave
�DESW� frequency wave number dispersion relations. Sec-
tion IV presents additional wave vector selective BLS data
that serve to identify the explicit nature of the splitting and
confluence magnon products from the pumped MSBVW spin
waves. Section V provides brief comments on the effect of
small changes in the pumping frequency on the magnon
splitting and confluence processes elucidated in the earlier
sections. Section VI provides a summary and conclusions.
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II. MICROWAVE AND BRILLOUIN LIGHT SCATTERING
SETUP

The key microwave component of the setup was the spin-
wave propagation structure. This was comprised of a long
and narrow YIG film strip in a standard MSBVW spin-wave
�SW� delay line configuration.7 The strip was 20 mm long, 2
mm wide, and 6.3 �m thick. The low loss YIG film was
grown by standard liquid phase epitaxy techniques. The 5
GHz ferromagnetic resonance half-power line width was
about 0.5 Oe. A pair of 50 �m-wide and 2 mm-long micros-
trip transducers with a separation of 7 mm was used to excite
and detect the propagating spin waves. For propagation in
the MSBVW configuration, the static external field H was
applied parallel to the long dimension of the strip and the
SW propagation direction. The field was set at a nominal
value of 352 Oe for all of the measurements. The cw micro-
wave input was at a pumping frequency fp of 2.5 GHz for
most of the measurements. For the frequency effect study in
Sec. V, additional fp values from 2.4 to 2.1 GHz were also
used. For the BLS measurements shown below, the nominal
input microwave power level at the launch transducer ranged
from about 200 �W to 6 mW. Some of the preliminary mi-
crowave measurements were done at powers down to 1 �W
or so. These data indicated a Suhl threshold power level in
the range of 1 �W or so.

The above field-frequency operating point was chosen
subject to two criteria. The first is the realization of a strong
SW signal at the output transducer. 2.5 GHz sits at the maxi-
mum of the MSBVW amplitude vs frequency transmission
curve for the structure at 352 Oe. This operating point cor-
responded to a wave number k for the pumped magnons on
the lowest-order branch MSBVW dipole-exchange spin
wave of about 100 rad/cm. The second is the need to ensure
that three wave splitting processes are allowed. In practical
terms, this means that spin waves at fp /2 are supported by
the propagation structure.2 At H=352 Oe, the bottom of the
MSBVW dipole-exchange spin-wave band sits at about 1.1
GHz, well below fp /2.

The BLS measurements were performed using a multi-
pass tandem Fabry-Pérot �TFP� interferometer in a forward-
scattering configuration, with and without wave vector selec-
tivity. The basic forward-scattering approach to the analysis
of pumped spin-wave excitations in YIG films was first de-
veloped by Srinivasan and co-workers.11,12 Wave vector se-
lective BLS analysis techniques for spin waves were first
developed by Wilber and co-workers.13–15

The overall measurement approach used here follows
Mathieu et al.2 For the current experiments, a 514.5 nm
wavelength linearly polarized argon-ion laser light was fo-
cused onto the YIG film by a 12 cm focal length lens at
normal incidence with 10 mW incident power. The directly
transmitted and scattered light was collected by a 50 mm
focal length, and 30 mm diameter F1.4 camera lens. A po-
larizing filter set perpendicular to the incident light polariza-
tion was used to reduce substantially the intensity of the
directly transmitted beam. Magnon scattered light generally
experiences a 90° rotation in polarization from the incident
beam.

The wave vector selective BLS measurements were done
in two ways. First, different sized on-axis circular apertures

formed from a variable diaphragm behind the collection lens
were used to vary the maximum magnon wave number kmax
for the forward scattered light. Second, wave vector direc-
tions were selected though the use of a 1 mm wide slit-type
aperture placed behind the collection lens. The slit orienta-
tion relative to the applied field defines the usual polar spin-
wave propagation angle �k.

Figure 1 illustrates the scattering geometry and the wave
vector selection process described above. The figure shows
the YIG film propagation structure and the collection optics.
The arrows show the incident light with wave vector qi and
the scattered light at qs that results from the interaction with
a magnon with wave vector kmax. This upper limit on �kmax�
is defined by the radius of the on-axis diaphragm shown
schematically on the far right side of the diagram. The open-
ing limits the scattered light into the spectrometer to those
photons that derive from magnons with wave numbers �k�
less than some kmax. If one uses the 1 mm wide slit instead of
the diaphragm, as indicated by the dashed lines, then one can
further limit the selected magnon wave vector to a specific
propagation angle �k. This is strictly true for k values above
1000 rad/cm or so, well within the bounds of the data con-
sidered below. A full slit that extends over the entire aperture
of the collection lens, as indicated by the dashed rectangle,
was used for the initial scans to determine the �k values for
strong scattering. A special slit that extends only in one di-
rection from the optic axis was used for the quantitative
wave vector selective measurements to be considered in Sec.
IV.

For the wave-number measurements for the confluence
magnons in Sec. IV, an additional wave vector selection pro-
cess was used. In this set up, instead of a diaphragm, differ-
ent size on-axis circular light blocks were used. The diameter
of the block plays the same role as the diameter of the dia-
phragm in Fig. 1, except than one now selects out wave
numbers above some kmin value instead of k values below
some kmax.

Through the above scheme, one can perform a full range
of wave vector selective BLS measurements. Separate data
runs for different diameter �d� diaphragms or circular light
blocks, for example, can allow one to separate out the scat-
tering associated with specific wave numbers. Diaphragms
with d values from 1 to 30 mm were used, typically in in-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the wave vector selection scatter-
ing geometry. The laser light is incident on the yttrium iron garnet
film spin-wave propagation structure at wave vector qi, with a scat-
tered light wave vector qs and a magnon wave vector kmax oriented
at an angle �max relative to the direction of the applied field H. The
collection lens and the diaphragm slit assembly define the selected
magnon wave vector.
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crements of 1 or 2 mm. The corresponding kmax values are
1.2�103 rad /cm and 3.6�104 rad /cm, respectively. Light
blocks with d values from 2 to 10 mm were used. These
diameters give a range of kmax from 2.4�103 to 1.2
�104 rad /cm. Measurements were always made with the
same light intensity and measuring time. Once the wave
number has been determined, data obtained with a slit aper-
ture can be used to separate out the product magnons as a
function of propagation angle. The wave vector selectivity
capability is crucial to the identification of the product spin
waves for the nonlinear three magnon splitting and conflu-
ence processes that are the focus of this paper. The data
presented in Sec. IV will illustrate the very different wave
vector makeup for the parametrically excited DESW fp /2
magnons from the splitting process and the product spin
waves that come from the confluence of these magnons.

III. PARAMETRIC DESW AND CONFLUENCE
MAGNONS

How do the BLS data reveal the presence of the relevant
magnons? Figure 2 shows representative BLS spectra of
scattering intensity vs frequency for different input cw power
levels, as indicated. The frequency axis shows the scattered
photon frequency relative to the laser frequency. The fre-
quency axis goes from positive, or anti-Stokes �AS�, on the
left, to negative, or Stokes �S�, on the right. The strong Ray-
leigh peak at zero frequency comes from the laser line. The
incident beam was positioned in the middle of the YIG strip
about 2 mm down line from the input transducer. The micro-
wave pumping frequency was 2.5 GHz. The static magnetic
field was set at 352 Oe. All measurements were made with
the same incident light intensity, the wave vector selective

diaphragm removed, and the same TFP scanning parameters.
Note also that the scans in Fig. 2 show magnon signals

only on the positive frequency AS side of the spectra. This
AS region was scanned at a slow scan rate in order to bring
out the magnon structure. Note that this AS region corre-
sponds to scattering in which one of the microwave or para-
metrically pumped magnon is destroyed and a photon is cre-
ated. Generally speaking, the BLS peaks for the pumped
magnons at fp and the fp /2 split magnons are found to be
stronger on the AS side of the spectra. Intuitively, this is
consistent with the nature of the scattering from magnons
driven to large occupation numbers by either the microwave
pumping process or the subsequent interactions that produce
the parametric magnons. For the confluence magnons, how-
ever, it turns out that the Stokes as well the Anti-Stokes sides
of the spectra are needed to obtain a full picture of the ex-
cited modes. Such AS-S confluence magnon effects will be
considered in Sec. IV.

The spectra examples in Fig. 2. show three things. �1�
There is a peak in the spectra at the pumping frequency that
is strong at low power, weakens at intermediate power levels,
and then strengthens again at the highest power shown. �2�
As the power is increased, one sees an additional peak at
fp /2�1.25 GHz appear and grow in strength. �3� One can
also see the appearance and growth of a third peak at fc
�2.25 GHz, positioned slightly below the fp peak in fre-
quency, as the power level is increased.

In reference to item �1�, the initial drop and subsequent
increase in intensity for the peak in the spectra as the power
level is increased is a likely indication of the role of the three
magnon processes that are in play here. Microwave data for
manganese ferrite �Mg-F� in the initial Suhl paper on ferro-
magnetic resonance saturation shows a gradual decrease in
the microwave loss as one moves above threshold.3 The data
in Ref. 3, however, do not extend to the extreme 25–40 dB
above threshold levels needed to match the results in Fig. 2.
Moreover, the nature of the Mg-F samples is not specified.
One possible scenario in the present context is that, more and
more of the energy of the pumped magnons is passed to the
parametric magnons and the peak at fp drops in strength as
the power is initially increased well above threshold. As the
power is increased further, these parametric processes level
off and the fp peak grows again.

For item �2�, the growth of the fp /2 magnon splitting peak
with increasing power provides direct evidence for the sce-
nario above. This is actually a threshold effect similar to that
found for Suhl processes. There is a critical power level,
typically at the 1 �W level, for the onset of the splitting
process. Even so, the splitting signal is not discernible from
the BLS data until the input power is much higher, as in the
�b� graph of Fig. 2. As elaborated below, these product mag-
nons for the splitting process have a range of frequencies
distributed around fp /2. It is important to keep in mind that
the wave vector selective BLS measurements are limited to k
values below about 3.6�104 rad /cm, so that the data do not
include the really high k fp /2 magnons. The discussion re-
lated to Fig. 3 below will elucidate on this point.

The growth in the peak at fc �item �3�� is ascribed to the
confluence of some subset of these split magnons. In line
with the comment above about high k fp /2 magnons, one can

FIG. 2. Representative Brillouin light scattering spectra of scat-
tering intensity vs frequency for different input microwave cw
power levels �Pin�, as indicated. The pump frequency �fp� was 2.5
GHz. The static external field was set to 352 Oe. The nominal
spectrometer free spectral range was 8 GHz. There were no wave
vector selective diaphragms in place and the measuring time was
the same for all scans. The vertical dashed lines and labels identify
different peaks in the spectra at fp, at fc, slightly below fp, and at
fp /2.
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note that there are many options for different confluence fre-
quencies, some above, some below, and some right on top of
fp. This will also become more evident from the Fig. 3 dis-
cussion below. This means, among other things that some of
the growth noted for the fp peak with power may be due to fc
type processes. The concluding discussion for this section,
given below, provides qualitative connections between these
data and the proposed magnon splitting and confluence pro-
cesses. Quantitative connections will follow in Sec. IV, based
on detailed wave vector selective measurements.

These connections are based on the schematic MSBVW
spin-wave dispersion diagrams and specific spin-wave mode
points shown in Fig. 3. A detailed description of the nomen-
clature is given in the expanded figure caption. The curves
were computed from the standard DESW theory in Ref. 16,
standard YIG parameters, and the same film thickness and
static field cited for the measurements. The identified mode
points are intended to make qualitative connections with the
BLS results.

Note that the actual parametric modes need not have wave
vectors that are strictly colinear with the field. Keep in mind
that a given MSBVW pumped magnon at fp and wave vector
kp will split into two parametric magnons with frequencies
fs1 and fs2 and wave vectors ks1 and ks2, respectively. Energy
and momentum conservation impose the conditions fp= fs1
+ fs2 and kp=ks1+ks2. Since �kp� is very small compared to
�ks1� and �ks1�, it is clear that ks1 and ks2 must be nearly equal
and oppositely directed. The dispersion curve constraints
also force both ks1 and ks2 to be nearly colinear with the
field. Similar remarks apply to the reverse confluence pro-

cess that take various pairs of split magnons into modes at
frequencies close to fc. The up shift in frequency to fk� fc in
this case leads to allowed modes at relatively large propaga-
tion angles. As the data of Sec. IV will show, the parametric
spin waves turn out to have in-plane propagation angles
away from the field direction by �10° or so for the split fp /2
magnons and by �45° or so for the confluence fc magnons.

Overall, Fig. 3 shows a consistent map of the connections
between the initially excited cw MSBVW spin-wave signal
in the YIG strip and the parametric magnons observed from
the BLS measurements. If one considers a low wave-number
MSBVW mode at fp �upper open diamond�, magnon split-
ting processes that conserve frequency and momentum give
product magnons as indicated by the square and circle points
clustered around the fp /2 line cut in the figure. At the same
time, the lower frequency subset of these split magnons can
be combined to give a confluence peak at fc. The dashed box
in the lower central part of Fig. 3 identifies two such modes.

The layout of modes in Fig. 3 leads to one more important
connection with the data. Note that both the splitting peak in
Fig. 2 at fp /2 and the confluence peak at fc are rather broad.
Based on the scenario given above, one can explain the fp /2
line broadening in terms of the relatively wide band of split
magnons shown by the circle and square points in Fig. 3. It
also stands to reason that if the observed split magnon peak
is broad, any peak due to the confluence of these magnons
will also be broad.

Taken at face value, the connections implied in Fig. 3 are
nothing more than conjecture. The mode connections are
based entirely on the dispersion curves shown and the fre-
quencies match those found in the experiment. What remains
is to show, from actual wave vector selective BLS data, that
the split modes clustered around fp /2 in frequency and the
product low wave-number confluence modes at fc match the
data.

IV. WAVE VECTOR SELECTIVE ANALYSIS

The techniques and procedures for the wave vector selec-
tive BLS analysis were outlined in Sec. II. Recall that there
are two stages in the analysis for the split magnons, one with
a variable diameter diaphragm for wave-number analysis and
one with a rotating slit aperture for wave vector direction
analysis. Recall the key feature of the stage one measure-
ments, namely, the clear and distinct fp /2 peak in Fig. 2�d�
that appears suddenly when the diameter of the wave vector
selective aperture is larger than about 9 mm. This critical d
value corresponds to kmax�1.1�104 rad /cm. This is pre-
cisely the minimum allowed k value for fp /2 magnons from
DESW theory. This match-up comprises prima face evidence
for the connection with DESW magnons as proposed above.

Figure 4 shows representative wave vector selective BLS
data for the fp /2 peak in Fig. 2 and companion isofrequency
magnon wave vector contour plots for the low order DESW
spin-wave dispersion branches at fk= fp /2. Graph �a� shows
the BLS signal as a function of the cutoff kmax wave-number
value. The vertical dashed lines denote the upper and lower
limit kmax values for the diaphragm setup described above.
Figure 4�b� shows calculated isofrequency contour plots for

FIG. 3. Schematic dispersion curves of spin-wave frequency fk

vs wave number k with mode connections. The curves are for the
first six dipole-exchange spin-wave branches for in-plane propaga-
tion parallel or antiparallel to the field H and an H value of 352 Oe,
the same as for the data in Fig. 2. The horizontal dashed lines label
the frequencies for the three peaks identified in Fig. 2 for the di-
rectly pumped magnetostatic backward volume wave spin waves at
fp=2.5 GHz, confluence magnons at fc, and splitting magnons at
fp /2. The open diamond at fp labels the MSBVW operating point.
The matching pairs of solid and open circles and squares show, in
schematic form, parametrically excited split magnons at �k and
with fk values equally shifted up and down from the fp /2 line. The
open diamonds for a range of low �k� values on the fc line show the
nominal position in frequency and wave number for the confluence
magnons. The dashed square close to 1.12 GHz identifies split mag-
nons that give a confluence magnon at fc.
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the 1.25 GHz cut of the dipole-exchange spin-wave disper-
sion surface. While the horizontal axes for both graphs cor-
respond to wave number, the plotted parameter in �b� corre-
sponds to the component of the in-plane DESW wave vector
k that is parallel to the static field H, labeled as k�. For
comparison purposes, the horizontal scales for �a� and �b� are
the same. The vertical scale in �b� corresponds to the in-
plane transverse component of k, labeled as k�. For refer-
ence purposes for the discussion of the angle data to follow,
the �k−s

max labeled in �b� indicates the maximum theoretical
in-plane spin-wave propagation angle for the half-frequency
spin waves.

The data in �a� and the isofrequency contours in �b� con-
firm the match up noted in the introduction to this section.
The onset of detected spin waves as a function of the experi-
mental kmax value occurs precisely at the theoretical lower
limit k value at k0�1.1�104 rad /cm for the half-frequency
DESW spin waves. These lower limit k values are marked in
�b� by open circles. Note that this onset point in �b� is for a
DESW propagation direction that is parallel to the static field
and with a propagation angle �k equal to zero or 180° only.
The full isofrequency contours in �b�, however, provide
much more information that the confirmation of this onset
point for split magnons. The contours allow one to read off
the allowed propagation angles for the split magnons with
k�k0=1.1�104 rad /cm. From these plots, one expects that
the angle selective BLS data will reveal spin-wave propaga-
tion angles for the half-frequency spin waves in the range

−�k−s
max��k��k−s

max and �180°−�k−s
max���k� �180° +�k−s

max�.
As noted previously, �k resolved BLS data were obtained

with a rotating slit-type aperture scheme. In order to resolve
the full 0–360° range of possible �k values, the measure-
ments were done with a half-slit arrangement that extends
outward from the optical axis in one direction only, rather
than the full slit shown in Fig. 1. Figure 5 shows a represen-
tative polar plot of BLS intensity data as a function of �k for
the fp /2 split magnon peak in Fig. 2�d� at Pin=5.56 mW. As
in Fig. 4, the field is parallel to the �k=0 direction. The data
were obtained for angular steps of 2° and with the same
scanning times for all measurements. The dashed lines at
angles of �k−s

max to the horizontal mark the expected range of
pumped magnons from Fig. 4. The angular distribution of the
DESW fp /2 magnons is clear from the figure and no exten-
sive discussion is needed here. The data show, rather unam-
biguously, that the BLS signal is constrained within a double
sector of angles within ��k−s

max of the field axis. The span of
observed propagation angles matches nicely to the contour
plot in Fig. 4�b�.

The above data and theoretical connections provide a
complete map of the DESW fp /2 magnons that result from
the three wave splitting process for pumped MSBVW mag-
nons. Both the directly measured wave numbers and the
propagation directions of the split magnons match nicely to
theory. This represents the first direct experimental map of
three magnon splitting processes in any magnetic system
pumped in the backward wave configuration.

Turn now to the confluence magnons. Recall that in this
case, blocking circles as well as diaphragms and slit aper-
tures were used for the wave vector selective measurements.
The changes in intensity with diaphragm diameter d for the
fc peak are quite different from those for the split magnons.
In this case, the signal increases steadily as d is increased
from 1 to 6 mm and then appears to increase at a slightly
lower rate up to the limit d value of 10 mm. This implies that

FIG. 4. �a� BLS scattering signal at fp /2 as a function of the
maximum allowed wave number kmax for an input power of 5.56
mW and fp=2.5 GHz. The vertical dashed lines denote the limit
kmax values for the experimental diaphragm setup. �b� Theoretical
isofrequency contour plots of the transverse in-plane spin-wave
wave vector component k� vs the parallel component k� for the
three lowest-order DESW modes at fp /2. The plot was obtained
from the DESW theory of Ref. 16, with parameters that match the
experiment. The open circles and k0 labels mark the low limit for
the available DESW spin waves at fp /2. The angle �k−s

max labeled in
�b� shows the maximum allowed spin-wave propagation angle.

FIG. 5. Polar representation of the BLS signal for the fp /2
DESW magnon peak as a function of the slit aperture rotation angle
�k. The arrow shows the direction of the static field H. The dashed
lines denote the double sector of spin-wave propagation angles for
−�k−s

max��k��k−s
max and �180°−�k−s

max���k� �180° +�k−s
max� that match

the range of allowed �k values from Fig. 4�b�.
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the predominant confluence magnon k values are generally
below about 104 rad /cm or so. For the light block in place
of the diaphragm, the fc peak signal intensity starts high and
gradually diminishes to near zero as d is increased from the
initial 2 mm value to the 10 mm upper limit value. This
serves to confirm a confluence magnon distribution with k
�104 rad /cm and predominant k values somewhat below
this limit. At the same time, the slit aperture data indicate
propagation angles that are typically 30° –60° and
120° –150° away from the field axis. Recall that the split
magnons are all very close to the field axis. It is clear from
these results that the wave vector makeup of the confluence
magnons is very different from that for the split magnons.

Figure 6 shows representative wave vector selective BLS
data for the fc peak in Fig. 2 and companion isofrequency
magnon wave vector contour plots for the low order DESW
spin-wave dispersion branches at fk= fc. Graph �a� shows the
fc peak intensity as a function of the diaphragm and light
block cutoff wave numbers, kmax and kmin, as indicated. The
shaded curve at the bottom of the graph provides a qualita-
tive indication of the fc magnon k distribution implied by the
two sets of data. Graph �b� shows calculated isofrequency
contour plots for the 2.25 GHz fc cut of the dipole-exchange
spin-wave dispersion surface. The angle �k−c

max indicates the
maximum theoretical in-plane spin-wave propagation angle
for the confluence magnons. Graph �c� shows representative
BLS data in a polar plot representation for the fc confluence
magnon peak in Fig. 2. In order to obtain the somewhat
balanced four-lobe plots shown in �c�, it was necessary to use
both anti-Stokes positive frequency side BLS data for 90°
��k�270° and Stokes negative frequency side data for
−90° �270°���k�90°.

The results in Fig. 6 provide a useful map of the magnon
makeup for the BLS confluence peak. These results also
demonstrate the marked difference between these confluence
magnons at fc and the split magnons at fp /2 discussed at the

start of this section. Graph �a�, for example, shows that the fc
magnons are limited to k values below 104 rad /cm, while the
data in Fig. 4 show that the split magnons are all at wave
numbers well in excess of 104 rad /cm. Graph �b� shows,
moreover, that the expected angular distribution of the fc
magnons emphasizes propagation directions at about 45° or
so, relative to the field axis, while the predominant �k values
for the split magnons are much closer to the field axis. The
angular data in �c� confirm that the magnons associated with
the fc peak do, in fact, give polar plot lobes that match the
theory.

V. PUMPING FREQUENCY DEPENDENCES

The results in Secs. III and IV serve to quantify the pres-
ence of �1� DESW fp /2 magnons that result from the para-
metric three wave splitting process for pumped MSBVW
magnons, and �2� confluence magnons at fc that result from
the recombination of the DESW magnons. The wave-number
makeup and propagation characteristics of these magnons
were mapped experimentally and connected to theory. All of
these results, however, are based on data for one fixed value
of the in-plane field and one specific drive frequency selected
for strong coupling to the pumped MSBVW mode. This sec-
tion is concerned with one further test of the mode connec-
tions established above, based on the effect of changes in the
pumping frequency fp on the BLS response, with the field
held at the same value as before. The strategy here is similar
to that of Synogach et al. in Ref. 1. In that work, done for the
case of pumped magnetostatic surface modes, an increase in
both the field and the pumping frequency resulted in an up-
ward shift in both the spin-wave band and the operating
point frequency to the point where three magnon splitting
processes are no longer allowed. This elimination of three
magnon splitting processes resulted in a major change in the
microwave response of the surface wave delay line structure.

FIG. 6. �a� Data on the BLS scattering signal level at the fc peak vs the two limit wave numbers kmin and kmax, as obtained for different
diameter light blocks or diaphragms, respectively. The dashed light gray area gives a qualitative estimate of the confluence magnon k
distribution implied by these data. �b� Theoretical isofrequency contour plots of the transverse in-plane spin-wave wave vector component
k� vs the parallel component k�, as referenced to the field direction, for the three lowest-order DESW modes at fc. The plot was obtained
from the DESW theory of Ref. 16, with parameters that match the experiment. The angle �k−c

max corresponds to the maximum allowed
spin-wave propagation angle for confluence magnons at the fc frequency cut. �c� Polar representation of the BLS signal level at the fc peak
as a function of the slit aperture rotation angle for the input power of 5.56 mW. The arrow shows the direction of the static magnetic bias
field H.
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The approach here is much simpler. The field was held at
the same value as before, but now, the pumping frequency
was gradually decreased to the point where the downshifted
fp /2 cut across the spin-wave dispersion curve diagram falls
below the bottom of the band of DESW modes. One can see
this basic effect from Fig. 3. The bottom of the band sits at
about 1.0125 GHz. This means that a pumping frequency
below about twice this value, or 2.025 GHz, will be low
enough to eliminate the possibility of any three magnon
splitting response at all. One can also see that as the pumping
frequency is gradually lowered, the fp /2 cut of modes across
the bottom of the band will become narrower and narrower
and the mean k value for the split magnons will shift out to
about 4�104 rad /cm just before the splitting response van-
ishes. This will also cause the fc point for the confluence
magnons to move closer and closer to fp.

Panels �a�–�d� in Fig. 7 show the effect of a lowering of
the pump frequency on the spectra in Fig. 2. The data go
from the range where three magnon splitting is readily al-
lowed, as in �a� for fp=2.4 GHz, to a range where such
processes are barely allowed, as in �d� for fp=2.1 GHz. All
data were obtained for the same configuration and param-
eters as for the data in Fig. 2�d�, except for the shift in pump-
ing frequency. The three vertical dashed lines in �a� and �b�
mark the pumping frequency operating point �fp�, the con-
fluence �fc� and splitting �fp /2� peaks from the data, as indi-
cated. In �c�, the two vertical dashed lines mark the fp and
fp /2 points only. In this case, the fc point is so close to the
operating point that the two frequencies are indistinguish-

able. The single vertical dashed line in �d� marks the fp point
only. The vertical axis BLS intensity scales for the four
graphs while shown as “arbitrary units” �arb. units� actually
show self-consistent relative values. The matching scales for
�a�, �b�, and �c� demonstrate the evolution of the spectra and
the individual intensities with the drop in frequency. The
larger range for �d� shows the rapid rise in the strength of the
fp peak as one approaches the cutoff point for splitting.

The four panels in Fig. 7 demonstrate the evolution sce-
nario outlined above. Recall that as fp is gradually reduced,
the gap between the fp /2 and the bottom of the band be-
comes smaller and smaller. This means that the fc point must
also move closer and closer to fp. This is precisely what one
sees from panels �a�–�c� in Fig. 7. For �a� the fp to fc spacing
has dropped from the nominal 0.25 GHz value in Fig. 2 to
0.1 GHz. For �b� this spacing has dropped further to about
0.05 GHz. In �c�, the fc peak position is not even discernible
from fp on the scale of the graph. Finally, for the case shown
in Fig. 7�d�, with the bottom of the band at about 1.02 GHz
and fp /2 at 1.05 GHz, the half-frequency point is so close to
the bottom of the band that the splitting and confluence ef-
fects of interest here no longer occur. In panel �d�, one sees
that the fp /2 splitting peak has disappeared entirely and the
peak at fp has increased in intensity by a factor of 3 or so.

The above points mainly relate to the evolution in the
shape of the spectra as the pumping frequency is decreased.
Note also that the data show a clear degradation in the shape
of the fp /2 splitting peak as one goes from panel �a� to panel
�c�. This degradation can be attributed, quite plausibly, to
two things, �1� the move of the fp /2 frequency cut closer and
closer to the bottom of the band, and �2� the wave-number
limits in the collection optics. From Fig. 3, one can see that
as one moves from the situation shown to a pump frequency
at the bottom of the band, the k values for the split frequency
modes that contribute to the confluence will move from the
indicated value of about 2�104 out to about 4
�104 rad /cm. At the same time, the maximum k value that
can be accessed by the collection lens is about 3.6
�104 rad /cm. This means that the somewhat washed out
fp /2 peaks in �b� and �c� are for wave numbers that approach
or exceed the limits of the setup.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Three magnon splitting and confluence processes in thin
YIG films for the MSBVW propagation configuration has
been experimentally observed by Brillouin light scattering
measurements and confirmed by wave vector selective analy-
sis. A complete characterization for both of these nonlinear
processes has been made. The change in the response with
pumping frequency as well as the fully analyzed wave vector
makeup of the product magnons provides proof positive of
these processes. Interestingly, and perhaps fortuitously, the
data reveal a confluence response for only selected half-
frequency split magnons that are slightly downshifted from
the strict half-frequency point. This state of affairs pushes the
confluence peak to a point slightly below the peak at the
signal frequency and renders it observable.

FIG. 7. Representative BLS spectra of scattering intensity vs
frequency for different pumping frequencies. �a� fp=2.4 GHz, �b�
fp=2.3 GHz, �c� fp=2.2 GHz, and �d� fp=2.1 GHz. The static ex-
ternal field was set to 352 Oe. The nominal spectrometer free spec-
tral range was 8 GHz. There were no wave vector selective dia-
phragms or light blocks in place and the measuring time was the
same for all scans. The vertical dashed lines and labels identify
different peaks in the spectra at fp, at fc, and at fp /2.
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